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well, there is typically an upper stem which extends into the well bore for quite some distance, and which contains the perforations through which oil and gas are produced. As the oil well is operated, there may occur a condition in which the perforations become
clogged or the stem itself becomes plugged or damaged. In some cases, a "window" in the stem may develop through which oil and gas may leak into the well bore. It has been found that blowout preventers may have a capability for providing "butting action" for
when the oil well is in trouble and thus the blowout preventers may be of substantial value in helping to keep the oil well shut down. Heretofore, these blowout preventers have included a face plate through which the choke lines and control lines from the surface
and the blowout preventers are arranged, and a pair of annular sealing elements which are adapted to cooperate to seal the well bore. The lower element typically has a tubular piston which is movable in an upwardly and downwardly direction with respect to the
face plate. In addition, the lower element is rotatable with respect to the face plate in a direction which will tend to straighten the sealing elements. A blowout preventer of this type was previously developed by the present applicant and is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
5,533,982, and consists essentially of a face member, a pair of movable annular sealing elements with the lower element having a tubular piston which is movable in an upwardly and downwardly direction with respect to the face plate, and having at least one
interconnecting means for the piston and the lower element, and has the capability for moving in the upwardly and downwardly direction, and for being rotated in a direction which will tend to straighten the sealing elements. While this blowout
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